
Prefixes
i

Prefixes are syllables which we add before certain words
depends on the prefix that has been used.
anti- = against (antibacterial)
bi- = two (bilingual)
со- = with, together (co-exist)
counter- = opposing or reacting to sth (counterproductive)
ex- = previous, former (ex-member)
inter- = between, among (intercontinental)
mis- = done wrongly or badly (misunderstand)
mono- = one (monorail)
multi- = many (multipurpose)
non- = not (non-smoker)
out- = do/be more than (outrun)
over- = too much, more than (overweight)
post- = after (postwar)
pre- = before; in advance (prepaid)
pro- = in favour of (pro-British)
re- = again (reunite)
semi- = half (semicircle)
sub- = under, less than (subzero)
super- = big, more than (supercomputer)

to form new words. The meaning of the new word

trans- = (travelling) from one side, group, etc, to
another (trans-siberian)
tri- = three (triangle)
under- = not enough (undervalue)
uni- = one (unicycle)

The prefixes below are used to express opposite 
meanings.
de- decompose, deforestation 
dis- discomfort, disapprove 
in- insensitive, incomplete 
BUT il- (before I) illegible

im- (before p, m, b) impersonal, immature, 
imbalanced 
ir- (before r) irregular 

un- unhappy, unfortunately, unreal

Some prefixes are added to words to form verbs.
en- large -  enlarge
BUT em- (before p, b) power -  empower, bed -  embed

Suffixes

Suffixes are syllables which we add to the end of certain
• Nouns referring to people

-  verb + -er/-or/-ar
(paint -  painter, invent -  inventor, lie -  liar)

-  noun/verb/adjective + -ist
(novel- novelist, type -  typist, real -  realist)

-  verb + -ant/-ent (participate -  participant, 
study -  student)

-  noun + -ian (library -  librarian)
-  verb + -ее (passive meaning) (train -  trainee)

• Nouns formed from verbs 
-age waste -  wastage
-al deny -  denial 
-ance perform -  performance 
-ation narrate -  narration 
-ence occur -  occurrence 
-ion elect -  election 
-ment require -  requirement 
-sion permit -  permission 
-sis base -  basis 
-tion reduce -  reduction 
-ure sculpt -  sculpture 
-y discover -  discovery

• Nouns formed from adjectives 
-ance important -  importance 
-cy accurate -  accuracy
-ence present -  presence 
-ion complete -  completion 
-iness easy -  easiness 
-ness loud -  loudness

words to form new words.
-ity regular -  regularity 
-ty casual -  casualty 
-y jealous -  jealousy

• Adjectives formed from nouns 
-ous glamour -  glamorous
-al option -  optional 
-ic economy -  economic 
-ical history -  historical 
-ish child -  childish 
-ive mass -  massive 
-ful (= with) skill -  skilful 
-less (= without) care -  careless 
-able comfort -  comfortable 
-y storm -  stormy 
-ly mother -  motherly

• Adjectives formed from verbs 
-able rely -  reliable
-ible convert -  convertible 
-ive restrict -  restrictive 
-ate consider -  considerate 
-ent excel -  excellent

• Verbs formed from adjectives
-en sweet -  sweeten 
-ise legal -  legalise

• Verbs formed from nouns
-en strength -  strengthen 
-ify beauty -  beautify


